
LHITS Simplified Stain Removal Kit 

If you did our 3 Steps to Simplify Your DIY Cleaning Products, you already have these in your cleaning cabinet... 

• spray bottle of vinegar 

• spray bottle of alcohol 

• spray bottle of hydrogen peroxide 

• box of baking soda 

• bar of soap, like Ivory 

You will need three more things...maybe. 

1. If you tend to get a lot of protein stains, like baby formula or blood, then you may want an enzyme 

cleaner.  The simplest solution is a box of BIZ.   

2. If you tend to get really greasy stains, you will need a waterless solvent  like mineral spirits, dry cleaning 

fluid, lighter fluid, or my preferred option AEROSOL Shout.   

3.  If you tend to get a lot of coffee, tea, wine, juice, and other TANNIN stains, you will also need a non-

soap detergent bar like Cetaphil or Dove or the liquid version, like commercial Ivory dish soap.  Tannin 

SETS PERMANENTLY in "real" soap. 

LHITS 10-Step Stain Drill 

In general, here's the combination stain routine.  Skip steps if you're sure you don't have a certain thing, skip ahead if 

you’re sure it IS something.  And be sure to stop when it’s gone. : 

1.  Grease sets in water.  So if you suspect a serious grease component to your stain, start with the aerosol Shout or 

other nasty waterless solvent.  OPEN A WINDOW.  Put stain face down on absorbent surface, apply solvent, tamp the back 

to transfer stain to other cloth, rinse with alcohol and tamp (which will remove ink).  

2.  Protein sets in heat.  If you suspect a protein component, then soak in cold water an hour or two.  If you're sure 

there's no protein, you can use warmer water. 

3.  Tannin sets with soap.  After you've soaked it, rub wet garment with the bar of soap(read: high-tech stain stick) or 

non-soap detergent if it's tea, juice, etc. and let it sit.  Rinse. 

4.  Some stains dissolve in acid.  Spray with vinegar, wait, blot, rinse. 

5.  Some stains dissolve in base.  Rub with baking soda, dampen, wait, blot, rinse. 

6.  Some stains, like ink, dissolve in alcohol.  Spray with alcohol, wait, blot, rinse. 

7.  Some stains need to be eaten.  Soak in enzyme cleaner, warm temp water, 30 minutes and launder. 

8.  If it's still there, wash in hottest water allowed with 1/2 cup peroxide (if allowed) in bleach compartment. 

9.  Wear it anyway. 

10.  Donate it. 

 


